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Dimmer Mini Universal LED Phas.on/section - Dimmer
flush mounted 20...210VA 1724 DM

Jung
1724 DM
4011377158733 EAN/GTIN

444,84 CNY excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 4-5 days* (CHN)

Dimmer Mini Universal LED Phas.an/abschnit 1724 DM Composition of basic element, operating mode other, dimming leading edge, dimming trailing edge, load type universal,
extension input, light value memory, mounting type flush-mounted, fastening type fastening with screw, material other, material quality other, halogen-free, nominal voltage 230
.. 230V, frequency 50 ... 60Hz, rated power 20 ... 210VA, connection type screw terminal, wire cross section 0.75 ... 4mm², device depth 19.5mm, dimmer mini universal LED,
rated voltage: AC 230 V ~, mains frequency: 50/ 60 Hz, power loss: approx. 2 W, standby power: approx. 0.3 W, device works according to the leading edge or trailing edge
phase principle, operating mode display via LED, switch-on by soft start that protects the lamp, switch-on brightness and minimum brightness can be permanently saved,
switch on with the last brightness setting or saved switch-on brightness, electronic short-circuit protection with permanent shutdown after 7 seconds at the latest en, electronic
overtemperature protection, automatic or manual setting of the dimming principle suitable for the load, power expansion possible through power boosters (in combination with
power boosters, do not connect LED or compact fluorescent lamps), operation without neutral conductor possible, contact type: e, connected load at 25 °C: incandescent
lamps: 20 up to 210 W, HV halogen lamps: 20 to 210 W, HV LED lamps, dimmable: typically 3 to 50 W, compact fluorescent lamps, dimmable: typically 3 to 50 W, electronic
transformers: 20 to 210 W, electronic transformers with LV LEDs: typically 20 to 210 W, inductive transformers: 20 to 210 VA, inductive transformers with LV LED: typically 20
to 50 VA, when operating in the LED trailing edge operating mode, the connected load for HV LED lamps and electronic transformers with LV LED, ohmic-capacitive: 20 to 210
W, ohmic-inductive (maximum 50% proportion of ohmic load): 20 to 300 VA, capacitive-inductive: not permitted, ohmic-inductive: 20 to 210 VA, ohmic and HV LED: typically 3
to 50 W, ohmic and compact fluorescent lamps: typically 3 to 50 W, connection of extensions possible: number: unlimited (extension insert 2-wire 1720 NE, non-illuminated
installation button), 5 (extension insert 3-wire 1723 NE and rotary extension insert 3-wire 1733 DNE), total length of load line: maximum 100 m, total length of extension line:
maximum 100 m, connection: screw terminals, 1 x 0.75 to 2.5 mm² or 2 x 0.75 to 1.5 mm² (solid), 1 x 1 to 4 mm² or 2 x 1 to 2.5 mm² (finely stranded without ferrule) and 1 x 1 to
2.5 mm² or 2 x 1 mm² (finely stranded with ferrule), ambient...
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